Flow Chart - Application for Water Supply
to Food Business (Restaurant) / Kitchen

Guidelines on Water Supply
Application for Food Business
(Restaurant/Kitchen)
(Please refer to the leaflet "How to Apply for Water
Supply" for other types of application)

In order to effect water supply to the premises
for Food Business (Restaurant/ Kitchen), the
applicant has to apply to become the
consumer of the premises.
This leaflet
provides a Flow Chart and Schematic
Diagram to guide the applicant on such
application. For further details on application,
you can always seek advice from any licensed
plumber or refer to the following documents:
!

Hong Kong Waterworks Standard
Requirements for Plumbing Installation
in Buildings
(http://www.wsd.gov.hk/filemanager/en/
content_149/hkwsre.pdf)

*AP / Consultant /LP
1. submit application to WSD for vetting &
approval.
- Submission should include: WWO542,
VPLD, PAP & associated materials (e.g.
catalogue of kitchen equipment).

Approved

Not approved
For minor
amendment

*AP / Consultant /LP
1. amend plumbing drawings at WSD
Regional Office.

* WSD
1. issue approval letter to relevant parties
within 20 clear working days.
2. issue demand note to applicant.

* LP
1. submit WWO46 Pt.I &II to WSD to
report commencement of works.
* Applicant
2. settle payment.

* WSD
1. issue a letter with comment to
relevant parties within 20
clear working days.

*AP / Consultant /LP
1. re-submit revised drawing to WSD.

Not in order

* WSD
1. issue WWO1100 to LP.

In order
* LP
1. re-submit revised WWO46 Pt.I &II
to WSD
* WSD
1. issue WWO46 Pt.III to L/P.
Plumbing works
not in order

!

Handbook on Plumbing Installation for
Buildings
(http://www.wsd.gov.hk/filemanager/en/
content_150/HBonPIB.pdf)

Copies of these documents are provided for
viewing at all Customer Enquiry Centres and
you can download a soft copy of the
documents from the above websites.

* LP
1. install inside service/kitchen equipment.
2. inform WSD for reservation of water meters.
3. install water meter and make provision of
physical gap.
4. submit WWO46 Pt.IV to WSD for reporting
of completion of inside service.
Remarks: Water meters can only be collected
after submitting WWO46 Pt.IV.

Notes:
AP = Authorised Person
LP = Licensed Plumber
VPLD = Vertical Plumbing Line Diagram

* WSD
1. carry out inspection
within 7 clear
working days after
the receipt of
WWO46 Pt.IV /
WWO1008.
Plumbing
works
in order

* WSD
1. issue
WWO1008
to LP.

* LP
1. rectify defects.
2. report completion
to WSD via
WWO 1008.

* WSD
1. inform LP to effect supply on site
except hydro-vent system.
2. issue WWO46 Pt.V to LP and
applicant.

PAP = Pipe Alignment Plan

(Ver. 01)

Typical Schematic Plumbing Diagram (Food Business (Restaurant) / Kitchen)
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1. Kitchen Equipment (KE) connected to the potable supply are divided into the
following categories (Cat.):
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- direct supply by tapping over without connecting to water pipes
(except water heater).

Cat. 2(a) - off-tank supply with submerged inlet and for drinking purpose.
Cat. 2(b) - off-tank supply with submerged inlet but NOT for drinking purpose.
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- off-tank supply to hydro-vent system.

2. The use of separate water tanks for KE is to avoid backward and cross
contamination of water.
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